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Love, romance, and sex are integral parts of human existence. We readily embrace cultural
differences and respect a wide range of traditions associated with expressing attraction from
around the globe. American culture accepts the lure of flirtatious behaviors as acceptable
social cues for interest, whereas in Saudi Arabia over 50 young men were arrested February
21, 2008, for allegedly flirting with girls in a mall (BBC News, 2008). From strict moral
communities to open promiscuity on the streets of New Orleans and Las Vegas, the diversity
in expressing the dance of romance is fodder for scholarly debate.

From a historical perspective, few men serenade their lovers or write poetry anymore.
Women no longer wait for the guy to make the first move or insist that he always pick up the
tab. We understand better how the onset of puberty inflicts adolescents with raging
hormones that will dictate irresponsible, irrational, and unpredictable behavior for years.
Although social change is apparent, the dance of romance is still choreographed by reading
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social cues and bridling endless hormonal urges. Therefore, individuals with Asperger
syndrome, who typically have difficulty decoding social cues and controlling innate drives,
are sidelined, out of step. Not fitting into a well-defined category of behaviors, they often
appear sexually inept, ranging from wallflowers to sex-cravingly weird.

Do we really fall in love? Is it that we stumble or get pushed, causing a loss of balance
resulting in an uncontrollable fall? Maybe it's not a fall; it's something you catch. Many
claim that love is in the air; therefore if exposed, one could become lovesick. Universal
symptoms such as feeling flushed and experiencing physiological excitement, anticipation,
and suspense are typically felt with the onset of romance. Is love like disorders or syndromes
that can be diagnosed? No, love is not diagnosable as Asperger syndrome (AS) is, on the
basis of a set of behaviors. Can romance, love, and sexual expression be compatible with a
diagnosis of AS? If so, then why has the scientific community conducted far fewer empirical
studies on the sexuality of individuals with AS than the number of years that professionals
have been diagnosing AS?

Perhaps scientists have failed to explore the sexuality of individuals with AS for
almost 15 years because of taboos, preconceived notions, and limited data. It is easier to
assume that because individuals with AS have difficulty communicating and understanding
social cues and are considered emotionally immature, they probably don't even have
romantic tendencies. This is clearly not the case, and it is sad that little has been done to
assist individuals with AS to better understand how to express their individual romantic
needs and their individual dance (Henault, 2006).

The devastating history of involuntary sterilization of those who were mentally
challenged and others whose functioning was divergent from the norm probably included
individuals who, given our current diagnostic criteria, would have been diagnosed with AS.
Records as far back as the 16th century reveal that ovariectomy and castration were
performed on these individuals to protect society, free them from their antisocial tendencies,
and desexualize them. From the end of the 19th century, authorities added the notion of
eugenics as justification to continue the sterilization without the consent of the individuals
involved. In 1894, a large number of residents in a sanatorium in Kansas were castrated
because they masturbated and were considered hyperaggressive. As recently as 1950, this
barbaric practice of sterilization without the need of consent continued (Giami, 1998).

In her book Love, Sex & Long-Term Relationships: What People with Asperger
Syndrome Really Really Want, Sarah Hendrickx offers a glimpse into the romantic
experiences of individuals with AS. Her personal experiences with her husband, who has
been diagnosed with AS, provide the empathy and insights necessary to explain and contrast
the dynamics of romance in a relationship with individuals diagnosed with AS. She dispels
myths and opens doors to understanding individual preferences, with respect for the
contributors and their dignity. She reveals that some adults with AS engage in idiosyncratic
sexual behaviors. Some have a propensity for ritualistic sexual activities, while others get
stuck in repetitiveness. She reminds readers that there are neuron-typical (NT) peers who



exhibit some of the same behaviors without retribution. She is successful in her goal of
helping individuals with AS, their partners, and NT peers understand the particular
challenges and embrace the differences without judgment.

In this simple, easy-to-read book, the author offers little for the scientist–practitioner
looking for empirical research in the field of AS sexuality. Her anecdotal accounts are
derived from message boards, online forums, and personal contacts. Although her data are
limited to fewer than 50 individuals, she is able to draw poignant conclusions and offer
helpful ideas for couples dealing with AS in their intimate relationships. The book joins the
emerging interest in AS research concerning sexuality, which is long overdue.

Hendrickx reports that close to half of the couples in which at least one of the partners
has AS do not have sexual relationships. These complicated relationships often create
distress for both partners. Much of the struggle for individuals with AS is in trying to
accommodate their own needs while modulating their impulsiveness and anxiety. The
partner with AS may lose control, even appearing bizarre to his or her partner, when
challenged by the unpredictable nature of romance. They fumble and flounder when forced
to interact without a script that can be followed (Chilvers, 2008). In the whirlwind of
passion, individuals with AS often have difficulty interpreting the emotional interplay that
must occur between partners. They easily suffer from sensory overload and are unskilled at
coping. The author's frankness about the problems is probably most helpful to those who
suffer in silence, feeling that no one else could possibly share their confusing and poor sense
of self. She opens the door to dialogue in the AS community about a difficult subject.

This book promotes a desire to understand what people with AS really want from
relationships. Simple as it sounds, they want to be accepted and loved, and to enjoy intimacy
with a partner. There is nothing simple about that for an individual with AS. Most would
claim that we've come a long way from the eugenics, ovariectomy, and castration without
consent but, really, how far? Do individuals who cope with AS daily still feel unwelcome on
the metaphorical dance floor? The pretense of acceptance is halted by the wall of prejudice
and stigma against those who experience the world a bit differently. Individuals who have
AS continue to be relegated to dance alone or only with a few who are willing to embrace
their divergent world. This book takes a positive step in pushing science and practice toward
educating about and fostering empathy for a slight variation in a familiar dance.
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